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ATHLETIC HEALTH

The importance of gut health seems to be finally seeping into common sports medicine
and nutrition practices, and awareness, so we’re going to push the boat out even
further with this issue – we’re discussing the topic of the gut-brain axis, which is normally
only found within integrative medicine literature. Would it, for example, surprise you to
know that a more healthy microbiome correlates to a lower neuroendocrine response to
stress? Since hard training is a large physiological stressor, and tends to deplete the microbiota (gut
flora), I think there is incredible relevance to this observation within a sporting context.
We therefore have a gut focussed feature, a brain (neurotransmitter) focussed feature, plus a gutbrain one. Additionally, another article reviews the good, bad and ugly aspects of dietary sweeteners,
and their impact on microbiome health. Since CBD oil is still highly topical, we also consider the
effects of it on neurotransmitter (and gut) health, plus we review a CBD alternative that drug-tested
athletes can take. So plenty for you again this issue.
I hope you’re enjoying the Rugby World Cup – sitting in South Africa, wearing my Scottish home
colours, and writing to a readership that has lots of English recipients, I personally have plenty of
teams to support!
Enjoy this issue.
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[START LINE News and research update
➤Prinova Europe signs UK and

Ireland distribution agreement
for their Aquamin range
A new distribution partnership
sees Prinova Europe Ltd.
become the exclusive
distributor for Marigot’s range
of plant- and marine-based minerals in the UK and Ireland. Marigot’s
Aquamin range has built a strong reputation as a clean, natural and
bioactive source of marine multi-minerals.
The new agreement is in line with Marigots ambition to grow the
Aquamin business in food, beverage, dietary supplements and lifestyle
nutrition markets. Prinova’s reputation and track record in these markets
contributed to Marigot’s decision to establish a new exclusive partnership.
Barry Kelly, Prinova’s Commercial Director for Nutrition, said: “Marigot’s
Aquamin range strengthens Prinova’s overall nutritional ingredients portfolio,
giving our UK and Irish customers access to a strong portfolio of the most
scientifically researched plant- and marine- based minerals in the market.
Whether customers are looking for natural minerals to include in a supplement
tablet or fully soluble grades with zero chalkiness for beverages, our technical
experts can guide formulators and help add value to finished products.”
David O’Leary, Commercial Manager Marigot Ltd added: “There is
increasing demand for clean label, sustainable and scientifically supported
ingredients that bring added health benefits to products. We are excited to
announce our new distribution partnership with Prinova, who have a proven
track record in food, dietary supplements and lifestyle nutrition categories.”
O’Leary continued: “Our extensive scientific research supporting
Aquamin continues to grow and we are confident of seeing further success
in our target categories. With the UK and Ireland market leading many
exciting industry trends, Marigot’s new partnership with Prinova Europe Ltd
is an important part of our overall growth strategy.”
• www.prinovaeurope.com

➤INTRODUCING

ORAL I.V., THE
RAPID HYDRATION
BOOSTER

ORAL I.V., Inc. the creator of the only
all-natural, sugar-free, 2-ounce rapid
hydration shot, further reinforces its
position in the health and wellness
market with its launch at GNC, a
global health and wellness brand.
The product was formulated to
allow military special forces to stay
hydrated during extreme conditions.
This new venture with GNC advances
Oral I.V.’s mission to make hydration
available and accessible to US troops at 120 militarybased GNC locations.
While most hydration formulas attempt to replace
large amounts of fluid and electrolytes, Oral I.V. is
designed to aid the body’s utilisation of water by
rapidly activating its capacity to hydrate on a cellular
level. Optimal hydration not only helps performance
during physical activity but can also alleviate muscle
cramping and nausea associated with dehydration.
For years, Oral I.V. has been used by NFL athletes,
NASCAR drivers, UFC fighters and thousands of elite
competitors. Endorsed by health and fitness gurus like
nutrition and performance advocate Ben Greenfield,
Oral I.V. has gained traction with an even broader
audience as a daily hydration booster for everyone.
Hydration has been proven to be important to overall
optimal health, and consumers at large are demanding
healthier hydration products.
• www.oraliv.com

➤PEAK PHYSICAL AGE IS GETTING OLDER ACCORDING TO LEADING
PHYSIOLOGIST

A leading physiologist has supported
the claim that athletes can stay fitter and
healthier for longer now than ever before.
Traditionally, elite sportsmen and women
have tended to peak in their professional
careers in the mid-to-late 20s, but recent
trends have seen experienced pros maintain
their success well into their 30s.
Rodger Federer and Tiger Woods are
two examples, winning major tennis and golf
championships in their late 30s and early
40s, respectively.
Jacky Forsyth, Associate Professor
of Exercise Physiology at Staffordshire
University, has told Finishing on a High – a
study into the ages and trends of modern
fitness – that medical advancements in
training and healthcare have led to people
playing sports for longer at all levels.
Forsyth said: “Most research suggests
that performance decline occurs around the
age of 50 for both men and women. Due to
medical advancements, we have a better
understanding of how the body responds
4
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and adapts to training. There is also the
idea that, for endurance sports, an older
age is preferable since, with ageing, the
body responds more to endurance training
in terms of muscle tissue and cellular
adaptation.”
One trend that is constant in sport is
that the average age of female champions
across golf, tennis, athletics and cycling is
much younger than that of men in the same
sports. Male Grand Tour winners peak at
around 29 years old, while women enjoy
success at around 27. In golf, men peak at
31 and women at 26, while in tennis, the

peak is at 26 and 25, respectively.
Forsyth claims this is down to biological
factors. She said: “It is probably a mixture of
things. For example, it used to be thought
that ending an athletic career would be
inevitable if a woman wished to start a
family. Females also tend to drop out of
sport around adolescence if there are body
changes that get in the way of achieving
what they want to achieve, although in
sports like golf, there may be less of an
influence of pubertal changes that disrupt
playing.”
• www.finishingonahigh.com
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[START LINE News and research update
➤Healthspan Elite

launches UK’s first
CBD alternative that’s
safe for athletes
Healthspan Elite, a
leading vitamin and
supplement brand for
competitive athletes,
is the first in the UK
to launch Levagen+
Sport. Formulated with
advanced technology,
Levagen+ Sport has been
shown to help decrease
inflammation along
with acute and chronic
soreness. It also has links
to improved sleep.
Healthspan Elite’s Levagen+ Sport contains
palmitoylethanolamide (PEA), which is produced
naturally in the body and provides the beneficial
analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects.
PEA reduces the production of inflammatory
substances through the PPAR-α receptors. It also
works indirectly on the endocannabinoid system by
enhancing the levels and actions of anandamide,
which acts upon the CB receptors and TRPV1
channels to promote relaxation and combat pain.
Enhanced with award-winning LipiSperse®
technology, a cold-water dispersible powder to
increase the absorption and functionality of PEA,
Levagen+ Sport is 1.8 times more bioavailable than
standard PEA.
Mariko Hill, Product Development Executive at
Gencor, who have worked with Healthspan Elite to
launch Levagen+ Sport in the UK, said: “Levagen+
Sport helps replenish natural levels of PEA in the
body, which becomes depleted from exerciseinduced inflammation and pain. By its indirect
action on CB1 receptors, Levagen+ Sport exerts
similar effects to that of CBD. Backed by numerous
human clinical trials, PEA is beneficial in the areas
of inflammation, discomfort relief and recovery.
What makes Levagen+ Sport so unique is the use
of LipiSperse® delivery technology to increase
bioavailability and functionality. Generic PEA is not
bioavailable in the body, thus Healthspan Elite’s
Levagen+ Sport is far more superior than any other
PEA out there in the market.”
Cannabidiol’s (CBD) popularity as a nutritional
supplement has grown exponentially in recent years,
especially among athletes after the World AntiDoping Agency (WADA) officially removed CBD
from the banned substance list at the beginning
of 2018. Even so, CBD oil still presents a risk to
athletes. A legally manufactured CBD supplement
being sold in the UK and EU must be derived from
the cannabis plant. That means that there will always
be a small trace of THC and other cannabinoids in
legally manufactured CBD supplements, which are
banned by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA).
• www.healthspan.co.uk
6
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From the journals...
SPORTS NUTRITION PRODUCTS
JEOPARDISE ATHLETES’ ORAL
HEALTH
Introduction: Previous research has revealed
significantly high levels of oral disease in elite
athletes. This study aimed to evaluate self-reported oral health behaviours,
risks and potential for behaviour change in elite and professional athletes.
Methods: In a cross-sectional study, 352 elite and professional athletes
were screened for oral health from June 2015 to September 2016. Of those
athletes, 344 also completed a questionnaire.
Results: Nearly half (49.1 per cent) of the 352 athletes presented with
untreated tooth decay and almost a third (32 per cent) reported that their
oral health had a negative impact on their training and performance. Athletes
presented with better oral health behaviours than the general population with
94.2 per cent reporting brushing their teeth at least twice a day as opposed
to 75 per cent in the general population. Flossing was also reported in 44 per
cent of athletes compared to 21 per cent in the general population. The use
of sports nutrition products was highly prevalent in athletes, including sports
drinks (87 per cent), energy bars (59 per cent) and energy gels (70 per cent);
and 28 per cent had high sugar consumption in their regular diet.
Conclusions: The researchers concluded that despite positive oral health
behaviours, athletes have a notably high prevalence of oral disease, likely due
to the consumption of sports nutrition products or inappropriate carbohydrate
consumption in their diet. The researchers also concluded that athletes are
willing to consider changing their oral health behaviours, such as daily plaque
removal, increased fluoride availability and regular dental check-ups.
• Gallagher J et al (2019). Oral health-related behaviours reported by elite and
professional athletes. Br Dent J. 227:276-280.

GABA SUPPLEMENTATION
ALONGSIDE WHEY PROTEIN
SUPPORTS MUSCLE HYPERTROPHY
Introduction: Gamma-aminobutyric acid
(GABA) is an amino acid and key inhibitory
neurotransmitter, responsible for a calming effect on the nervous system.
GABA also controls growth hormone (GH) secretion from the pituitary gland,
which in turn has an acute stimulatory effect on muscle protein synthesis. This
study is the first to evaluate the effects of GABA in combination with whey
protein supplementation on muscular hypertrophy in men during a 12-week
resistance training programme.
Methods: Twenty-one healthy men were recruited and randomised to
receive whey protein and GABA (10g and 100mg) or whey protein alone (10g)
daily for 12 weeks. Both groups trained twice per week. Body composition
changes were assessed using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry.
Results: The whey protein and GABA group revealed greater resting
growth hormone (GH) levels at four and eight weeks compared to baseline.
On the other hand, the whey protein group exhibited greater resting GH
levels only at eight weeks. There were no differences between the groups
after 12 weeks. After the 12-week programme, whole body fat-free mass
increased significantly more in the whey and GABA group compared to the
whey protein group.
Conclusions: The researchers concluded that GABA might be a beneficial
addition to a suboptimal dose of whey protein for enhancing muscle
hypertrophy during a 12-week resistance training programme. Further studies
are needed to validate these findings and to investigate the mechanisms
behind GABA’s enhancing effect on muscle hypertrophy.
• Sakashita M et al (2019). Oral supplementation using gamma-aminobutyric acid and
whey protein improves whole body fat-free mass in men after resistance training. J Clin
Med Res. 11(6):428-434.
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The ‘top
down’ or
‘bottom up’
approach
to gut
health
The microbiome
research boom has
revealed a lot of
information about
gut bugs and brain
function. Ian Craig
explores the gut-brain
axis literature and
comes up with a few
important therapeutic
observations.
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Functional sports nutrition

L

ooking back, I was first aware of
the notion of the gut-brain axis well
before I even considered training
within the field of physiology. I was
plus or minus 10-years old and a
family member was suffering from
some severe gastrointestinal (GI) issues. At
best, standard treatment protocols of steroidal
and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories plus
anti-spasmodics only gave temporary relief, but
the moment anti-anxiolytics were prescribed
by an open-minded doctor, ‘control’ of the
situation was gained. At that time in medical
practices, ‘stress’ had been linked to some
gastrointestinal complaints, especially stomach
ulcers, but in this case, stress didn’t seem to
be the culprit; it was exercise that flared the
symptoms – high intensity competitive training
and racing.
However, as I’ve discussed many times
previously in this publication, the concept
of stress comes in various forms. Eminent
psychoneuroimmunologist Dr Alex Concorde
(1) talks about a ‘3 Ps of stress’ model, where
the Ps stand for: physical, physiological
and psychological. The Ps become selfcompounding and additive towards a total life
load. In the example of my family member, we
can theorise that work and family commitments
created a basis of psychological stress, we
can probably throw in some physiological
genetic susceptibility towards GI imbalance,
and the metaphorical straw that broke the
camel’s back was the physical exercise, albeit
a rather large ‘straw’. Because the symptoms
were manifesting after the physical (and not
psychological) stress, it took a rather large leap
of intuitive faith by the doctor to try the mindbased medication.

Campbell-McBride termed her work ‘gut
and psychology syndrome’ or ‘GAPS’, where
she focusses on the health of the gut for the
benefit of neurological functioning. She was
well before her time in terms of the multiple
implications that the health of our microbiome
has on our physiology. I call this ‘bottomup’ work, whereby the use of therapies that
improve GI function also improve brain
functioning. I’ve seen this scenario play out
within the limited work I do with children,
when Mum and teachers start commenting
on improved mood state and extended
concentration simply because you’ve adjusted
some of their food choices and added in a
digestive enzyme supplement and a probiotic.
Talking about food choices, CampbellMcBride focusses strongly on gluten and
casein elimination and she has even created
a GAPS diet (3); a very restricted approach,
with no grains, starchy vegetables, sugar,
starchy beans, and dairy (except for properly
fermented options).
The connection between gluten and casein
consumption and mental state has been well
established since the early 2000s via the work
of Paul Shattock and colleagues at Sunderland
University. In a recent extensive review (4), they
noted that the cumulative effects of protein
and peptide aggregates (from gluten and
casein), that cross the blood-brain barrier,
create chronic stress on neuronal function. In
particular, they place a lot of emphasis on gut
hyperpermeability (leaky gut) and potential
permeability of other membranes throughout
the body, combined with inadequate
hydrolysis of dietary proteins, which in-turn
create erroneous effects on the central
nervous system.

Gut and psychology syndrome

Relevance to athletes

When you look at some common, well accepted,
phrases, the relationship between the gut and
the mind has been understood for a long long
time; ‘gut instinct’, ‘gut feeling’, ‘gut reaction’,
and ‘choked under pressure’ come to mind.
The gut-brain axis is now firmly planted
in the understanding of integrative and
functional medicine practices, and perhaps
the best known publication on this subject,
certainly amongst British practitioners, is Gut
and Psychology Syndrome by Dr Natasha
Campbell-McBride (2). Unfortunately for
us, Campbell-McBride had no interest in
sport within this landmark publication – as
a conventionally trained medical doctor
and neurologist, her desire to study in this
area evolved from her own experiences with
an autistic son. Having initially specialised
with autistic children, this rapidly expanded
into working with pretty much any health
imbalance that involved the mind, including
A.D.D., A.D.H.D., dyslexia, depression and
schizophrenia.

Unless you are working with autistic athletes,
you might not see an obvious relevance of the
gut-brain discussion that I’ve shared with you
so far, but hopefully the following research
example might help to project the gut-brain
theories into your awareness. Early on in the
microbiome research era, a Japanese group
measured the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
(HPA) reaction to stress by comparing germ
free (GF) and specific pathogen free (SPF)
mice (5). They found that plasma ACTH
and corticosterone elevation in response to
restraint stress was substantially higher in GF
mice than in SPF mice, a response that was
reversed by inoculation with Bifidobacterium
infantis. Additionally, the GF mice exhibited
reduced brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) expression levels in the cortex and
hippocampus relative to the SPF mice.
BDNF is known to support the survival of
existing neurones and encourage growth and
differentiation of new neurones.
In other words, anything we can do to

improve an athlete’s microbiota, including
food choices, digestive aids, gut repair and
probiotic support, can potentially decrease
their adrenal and nervous system response
to stress (remembering from the 3 Ps theory,
that training is a physiological stress). I find this
incredibly interesting; it is a good example
of the fluid integrative nature of mammalian
physiology – how the type and number of bugs
in your gut can affect your neuro-endocrine
response to stress… I was therefore keen to
learn more and was fortunate to come across a
much more recent review of the gut microbiota
and neuroendocrine system by Farzi et al in the
Neurotherapeutics journal (6).
This review supported the previous work
on GF mice, demonstrating an increased
neuroendocrine response to stress, plus they
shared research that demonstrated a similar
effect from antibiotic therapy, which makes
sense. However, the authors also noted
that protective effects of antibiotic-induced
reduction of the gut microbiota have also been
shown. This positive or negative outcome
would surely depend on the original condition
of an individual’s microbiota – whether their
GI bacterial state would benefit (or not) from a
strong anti-microbial influence?
Farzi et al also shared research
demonstrating that pro-inflammatory cytokines
and prostaglandins are potent activators
of the HPA axis: in their words, “adding
to the complexity of microbiota-immuneneuroendocrine interactions.” One of the
contributing theories of overtraining syndrome
(OTS) is that of the cytokine theory: according
to Carfagno & Hendrix (7), “the cytokine
hypothesis is the most inclusive explanation
of OTS – it explains why OTS occurs by
presenting a primary cause with effects all over
the body that correlate with the symptoms
of overtrained athletes.” However, they also
went on to explain that some limitations to
the cytokine theory remain, which is very much
because OTS impacts every physiological
system, so no one theory will ever offer a
complete explanation of the syndrome.
At one point in their extensive review,
Farzi et al (6) discussed nutritional microbiota
interventions. They shared research that
demonstrated homeostatic effects of probiotic
dosing on neuroendocrine physiology. In
their words; “the majority of preclinical data
underpin the potential of certain probiotic
strains to exert beneficial effects on the
gut–brain axis, especially under conditions
of stress.” They then explained that “the
beneficial effects of probiotics are likely
mediated via immuno-modulatory effects and
their ability to decrease intestinal translocation
of microbial constituents across the intestinal
barrier.”
So to sum up this section, in addition to
stress management strategies, blood sugar
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[Functional sports nutrition
“ANYTHING WE CAN DO TO IMPROVE AN ATHLETE’S MICROBIOTA,
INCLUDING FOOD CHOICES, DIGESTIVE AIDS, GUT REPAIR AND
PROBIOTIC SUPPORT, CAN POTENTIALLY DECREASE THEIR ADRENAL
AND NERVOUS SYSTEM RESPONSE TO STRESS”
and adaptogenic and calming
➤ regulation,
herbal supplemental strategies to modulate
the HPA axis of our athletes, we should also
be looking at gut health. Unfortunately by
following common sports nutrition practices
and over-focussing on (often poor quality)
macronutrient intakes, we risk throwing out
the delicate microbial balance of our gut
and raising the apparent physiological stress
response to any given exercise bout.

Bidirectional communication
– introducing the ‘brain-gut’
axis
Let’s now turn our previous gut-brain
discussion on its head and look at a ‘topdown’ therapeutic approach. I have huge
respect for the link between our gut and
brain and I work on it everyday in my clinic,
sometimes inadvertently. Plus, I also find
incredible therapeutic value in working the
other way round, utilising the strength of the
‘brain-gut axis’, as I call it.
I’ll start with a story of a sporty female
client, who was far from an isolated case.
She presented with a pronounced set of IBS
symptoms; almost constant GI bloating, reflux,
flatulence, she struggled to digest fatty foods,
and she would alternate between periods
of constipation and loose stools. Her food
choices had already become quite restricted
as she desperately tried to regain GI health,
and she was taking a decent probiotic and
dabbling with fermented foods – however, she
wasn’t experiencing any relief. I utilised my
usual functional medicine 4R approach, as I do
with most gut cases, but after three sessions, I
wasn’t seeing much change in her symptoms.
We then ran an IgG food sensitivity test and
she came back with only a couple of foods
in the red zone, both of which she’d already
excluded from her diet – it was actually the
least reactive IgG panel that I had ever seen in
a GI client.
It was then that I completely changed
my approach and moved upwards to her
head. In the initial description of my client,
I conveniently missed out the fact that she
was going through a divorce at the time,
and her (survival-based) stress levels were
extremely high. Additionally, she was what
we might term a highly sensitive person
(8) and her nervous system was in a very
sympathetic state. While actually freeing up
some of her eating restrictions a bit, I added
in some relaxing herbs and amino acids,
plus brought up the subject of yoga and
meditation with her, which she was initially
10

too stressed to comprehend. A month or two
went by with marginal gains, but then one day
something shifted in her consciousness due to
a comment that I had made, which had been
repeated by a family member. She started
meditating twice a day and practicing yoga
(instead of hard exercise) at least three times
per week. Therapy-wise, she then completely
fell off my radar and it wasn’t until I phoned her
a while later that she told me about her almost
complete relief in digestive symptoms (unless
she missed meditation for a few days and/or
had a run in with her ex-husband).
Nowadays, I’m much quicker to figure out
whether to prioritise GI issues at a mind or
body level, although I generally work on both.
It is clients like this who often fair badly at
restrictive GI protocols, such as the GAPS diet
that I’ve already mentioned, or the FODmap
diet that has become a popular intervention –
we are actually loading even more restrictions
into an already restrictive mindset.
Looking at the science, there is now a
plethora of research assessing the impact of
meditation practices on the microbiota. For
example, researchers at New York University
conducted a database search of 400 research
papers to review the link between human
microbiota and stress management techniques
(9). Within the eloquently written review, which
brought in a Buddhist perspective, the authors
noted that in the absence of stress, a healthy
microbiota produces short-chain fatty acids
that exert anti-inflammatory effects. However,
during neuro-endocrine stress, an altered gut
microbial population negatively affects the
regulation of neurotransmitters mediated by
the microbiome and gut barrier function.
With this final point, it is important to remind
you that neurotransmitters are produced
in our gut (the enteric nervous system, or
second brain), just like they are in the brain.
Noradrenaline, adrenaline, dopamine and
serotonin are now known to be able to
regulate and control blood flow, gut motility,
nutrient absorption, gastrointestinal innate
immune system, and the microbiome. It
is not therefore surprising that states of
gastrointestinal imbalance are accompanied
by neurotransmitter dysregulation (10). In
particular, noradrenaline and dopamine have
long been known to increase the growth of
gram-negative bacteria (11).

Rounding up

In an article such as this, to conclude it seems
fitting to return to the Buddhist inspired review
(9), which connects the dots between health

based practices that span thousands of
years and modern scientific observations
of the human microbiome. According
to the authors, regular meditation
reduces the symptoms of common GI
problems such as IBS, and changes in
the microbial population of the gut are
thought to underlie the physiological
and psychological symptoms of such
an imbalance. Furthermore, a healthy
microbiota promotes gastrointestinal
homeostasis and a strong immune system.
With increasing numbers of athletes
experiencing gut issues, gastrointestinal
health is now an important part of sports
medicine research. As with any isolated
research, however, there is a risk of
becoming lost in the detail, but hopefully
this article will have helped you to view the
bigger picture of GI health. The question
remains: do you start at the top or the
bottom?! fsn
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The link between gut health
and athletic performance
Athletes are always seeking to improve their performance and increase their chances of
winning the next competition or race. With the contribution of four industry experts, Estef
Solar uncovers what may be an ergogenic aid to peak performance: gut health.

I

t is well known that exercise acts as a
hormetic stressor, facilitating adaptation
and improving condition. But not all
exercise induces the same physiological
and metabolic responses. Intensity, duration
and recovery play an important role in how
our body responds and adapts to the changes,
either reaping the rewards of training or
accumulating cellular damage.
One key factor influenced by intensity of
training, and that affects athletic performance,
is gut health: from the structure of the intestinal
barrier to the ecosystem of the gut microbiota,
there are several considerations to remember
when preparing for an endurance event
or when training at a high level. With one-
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quarter to one-half of elite athletes affected by
gastrointestinal distress that may deter them
from participating in training and competitive
events (1), gut health is claiming a space in the
spotlight.

Structural and metabolic
considerations

The epithelial barrier is dynamic and tightly
regulated to maintain gut homeostasis. Despite
gut resilience against exercise-induced stress,
when this is performed in extreme conditions
(intensity, heat, dehydration or under-recovery),
gastrointestinal disturbances may appear,
including fast bowel transit, nausea, vomiting
and bleeding. It has been proposed that

strenuous exercise induces a rapid decrease in
ATP production, while increasing the release
of calcium ions (Ca2+) and reactive oxygen
species (ROS) from the mitochondria. These
higher concentrations of Ca2+ and ROS in the
cytosol, together with a loss of tight junction
control in the gut barrier, favour an increase in
intestinal permeability that can lead to a host of
undesired systemic effects.
In this scenario, dietary molecules pass
through the lumen filter via the open channels
in the tight junctions, resulting in neutrophil
activation. The lymphocytes beneath the tight
junctions secrete interferon-γ, which then
expands the opening between the junctions,
activating macrophages and neutrophils
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“AN ALTERED
MICROBIOME CAN
AFFECT ENERGY
METABOLISM,
IMMUNE FUNCTION
AND OXIDATIVE
STRESS LOAD, ALL
OF WHICH ARE VITAL
FOR AN ATHLETE’S
PERFORMANCE AND
OVERALL HEALTH.”
to release ROS and immunosuppressive
compounds, that may start an immune and/or
inflammatory reaction (2). Gut barrier structure
is compromised, immunosuppression happens,
and oxidative stress increases.
Intense physical training, coupled with the
increased oxygen consumption, results in
athletes having a higher abundance of ROS.
Therefore, it is imperative to ensure that
nutrition and supplementation during training
and competition is aimed towards cellular
protection and preservation of gut lining
integrity; lactoferrin (3), collagen peptides (4),
glutamine (5) and certain probiotics have been
shown to protect the epithelial barrier against
structural damage. Furthermore, glutathione
peroxidase has been found to be protective
of mitochondria from oxidative damage in gut
epithelial tissues (6), making a stable supply
of selenium and glutathione building blocks
during competition season a wise preventative
measure for athletes.

Gut-mitochondria axis

Mitochondria are fundamental for athletic
performance, mainly due to their role in
producing ATP through the electron transport
chain. But beyond energy metabolism, a
growing body of research points towards
mitochondria being in constant synergy with
the gut microbiota, using a bidirectional
communication system (Figure 1). This may be
a reason why both dysbiosis and mitochondrial
dysfunction are associated with chronic
intestinal inflammation.
While mitochondria coordinate many
vital metabolic functions that condition the
longevity of the microbiota, such as cellular
respiration, fatty acid oxidation, and oxidative
phosphorylation, gut microbiota signals can
alter mitochondrial metabolism, activate
immune cells, kickstart inflammatory responses,

Figure 1: The bidirectional crosstalk between gut microbiota and mitochondria (9).

and modify epithelial barrier function (7).
By fermenting undigestible dietary fibre,
colon microbiota produce short-chain fatty
acids (SCFAs), that are involved in immune
function modulation, bone mass regulation,
cholesterol production and glucose metabolism
(8,9). These SCFAs also mediate mitochondrial
ATP production, and are an active element in
mitochondrial biogenesis (10). The biogenesis
link has also been suggested by the positive
correlation between the presence of
commensal butyrate producers in the gut and
mitochondrial DNA expression in the host (11).
However, problems can arise when
mitochondrial metabolism and microbiota
signalling are imbalanced; an example would
be the microbiota releasing metabolites that
can directly interfere with the mitochondrial
respiratory chain and ATP production. For this
reason, research is looking at the modulation
of both the quantity and quality of microbiota
to target mitochondrial ROS excess and
inflammation in the gut (12).

Gut-brain axis

According to MacKinnon (2010), overtraining
syndrome is identified by poor performance
in competition, inability to maintain training
loads, persistent fatigue, frequent illness,
disturbed sleep and mood alterations (13).
Psychological and physiological demands,
to which athletes are subjected before and
during competition, result in stress that goes
beyond the hormetic definition and activates
the autonomic nervous system. This translates
into an HPA axis response, an increase
in circulating levels of catecholamines,
especially noradrenaline, and the release of
neurotransmitters into gastrointestinal tract
tissues. In this manner, the brain connects
with the gut, modulating motility, immunity,
permeability and secretion of mucus (14).

Meanwhile, through the action of the enteric
nervous system, the gut responds to stress by
releasing hormones like GABA, neuropeptide
Y and dopamine, which have been labelled
culprits in the gastrointestinal distress of athletes,
causing anxiety, depression, reduced food intake
and reduced buffer against stress (15). This topic
is discussed in greater detail in the gut-brain axis
feature on pages 8-10 of this magazine.

Microbiome diversity

It is estimated that approximately 400 bacterial
species and 100 trillion microbes live in the
human intestinal tract, most exerting a positive
effect on the health of the host. An altered
microbiome can affect energy metabolism,
immune function and oxidative stress load,
which are all vital for an athlete’s performance
and overall health.
From a performance perspective, some
secondary effects of synergistic bacterial
activity in the gut, that could positively affect
athletic development, are enhanced recovery,
better immune function, and maintenance
of healthy gastrointestinal tract function (16).
Lactobacillus (rhamnosus and paracasei)
can lower oxidative stress caused by intense
exercise (17); other families of Lactobacillus and
Bifidobacterium help minimise gut permeability
in endurance athletes; Bacteroides stimulate

➤
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cells following intensive anaerobic exercise;
➤ TAkkermansia
help maintain gut barrier function
and glucose homeostasis; Faecalibacterium has
immunomodulatory effects; and Eubacterium
produces SCFAs that tame the pro-

inflammatory response, protect the gut barrier
and contribute towards insulin sensitivity and
increased energy metabolism (18).
By understanding all these mechanisms and
links with different body systems, it is clear that

gut health is a key ergogenic aid. Therefore, it is
important to make individualised interventional
decisions that consider an athlete’s gut health
in a world dominated by a performance-centric
view. fsn

What the supplement experts say
Although we need more sport-specific research
on supplemental interventions for improving an
athlete’s gut health, there are some unique and
ethical supplements that can help improve and
maintain an athlete’s gut health. Let’s take a look.

n Symprove, restoring the gut’s
natural balance
Dr Sammy Gill, scientific advisor for Symprove,
gave us some insights into how this germinated
barley extract supplement works and the current
research behind its functionality to support the
gut microbiome.
The germinated barley extract in Symprove
acts as a food source for live bacteria, supporting
survival and growth in the gut (19), coupled
with Lactobacillus bacteria also having other
favourable characteristics, such as a high
resistance to gastric acid.
Good administration recommendations and
an effective delivery system are key to ensuring
that probiotics remain viable and can exert
their physiological effects when they reach the
gut (20). As Symprove is taken in a fasted state,
and its water-like solution contains only trace
amounts of solutes, it is thought that the stomach
simply detects the solution as water, requiring no
breakdown of nutrients (as would be expected
with the presence of food). This leads to rapid
emptying into the small intestine (21).
Recent lab-based work using the Simulator
of the Human Intestinal Microbial Ecosystem
(SHIME) system – a model of human digestion
– has uncovered some mechanisms by which
Symprove may work when the bacteria reach
the gut (22). For example, the SHIME system
has shown that bacteria in Symprove remain
viable in the small intestine and are metabolically
active when they reach the large intestine, as
evidenced by the production of lactate. Previous
research has shown that lactate can act as a food
source for bacteria already residing in the gut (i.e.
commensals). When lactate is metabolised by
commensals, it helps to produce SCFAs, which
we know play several key roles in gut health and
beyond (23, 24).
n Nucleotide Nutrition, supporting
the gut lining
Rachel Hoyle, product development specialist for
Nucleotide Nutrition, highlighted the importance
of nucleotides for the maintenance and repair
processes in the gut. The intestinal tract has the
highest rate of cellular turnover in the body and
this increases further during periods of infection,
or when the gut mucosa has been damaged and
needs repair. Additionally, the 100 trillion or so
microbes that make up the gut’s microbiome turn
over even more rapidly, and have an insatiable
requirement for nucleotides to build RNA and
DNA within the nucleus of every new cell. There is
14
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approximately 1000 times more RNA in a typical
cell than DNA, most of it present as messenger
(mRNA), transfer (tRNA) and ribosomal (rRNA)
RNA, with the all-important mRNA usually
comprising around just one to five per cent of
total cellular RNA.
One might ask why would we benefit from
supplemental nucleotides rather than food-based
sources. Rachel listed three main reasons:
• Purified nucleotides (extracted from yeast RNA/
DNA) are much better absorbed through the
gut.
• The richest sources of dietary nucleotides are
offal meats, yeast extracts and fermented foods,
such as traditionally fermented tofu, tempeh
and natto. However most of us eat little of these
foods nowadays. Most plant foods also contain
very low levels of nucleotides, with broccoli
being an exception.
• Pyrimidine-type nucleotides are more deficient
than purine-type nucleotides in the diet.
It is accepted that nucleotides are conditionally
essential under conditions of immunological
stress, during periods of rapid growth or
insufficient intake, and for disease or injury to the
gastrointestinal tract. Much research has been
carried out in animals, but there are encouraging
results from human trials of enteral feeds, and
independent clinical studies with irritable bowel
syndrome (25), upper respiratory tract infections
(26) and exercise stress (27, 28, 29).
Because of the exercise-specific research,
Nucleotide Nutrition have developed
nnnSPORT®X-Cell, which is Informed-Sport
approved, and the only nucleotide-based
supplement suitable for competitive athletes that
are subject to drug testing.

n Bimuno, feeding beneficial gut
bacteria
Clasado BioSciences have developed a unique
prebiotic supplement called Bimuno, which
contains galactooligosaccharides (GOS), derived
from lactose and considered one of the most
advanced forms of prebiotics.
The research journey for GOS and its
application in Bimuno started at the University
of Reading, by demonstrating how beneficial
endogenous bacteria can be selectively grown in
the colon in a replicable way. Clasado BioSciences
has published human clinical trials on Bimuno
since 2008.
Bimuno has been shown to beneficially
affect the human gut microbiome through its
selective stimulation of Bifidobacterium. The
proliferation of good bacteria in the gut has been
repeatedly demonstrated in studies in healthy
adult populations (30,31,32), an irritable bowel
syndrome cohort (33) and overweight adults (34).
Benefits to the immune system from the
modulation of the gut microbiome by Bimuno

have also been demonstrated. Improvements
in immunity have been measured in terms of an
increase in natural killer cells activity, an increase
in anti-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-10
and interleukin-8, and a decrease in the proinflammatory cytokine interleukin-1β (31, 32).
Additional studies have also highlighted
the role of Bimuno in reducing the risk of
traveller’s diarrhoea, using a randomised,
placebo-controlled and double-blind trial
(35). Another study on a population with a
phenotype of asthma and exercise-induced
bronchoconstriction, found that in improving
respiratory function, the Bimuno supplement
reduced systemic concentrations of Th2-driven
inflammatory markers (36).
Bimuno has recently received Informed-Sport
accreditation, becoming the only prebiotic
supplement confirmed suitable for competitive
athletes that are drug tested.

n ProVen Probiotics, supporting the
gut microbiome
Adrienne Benjamin is a registered nutritionist
and marketing manager for ProVen Probiotics,
launched in 2012 using the Lab4 consortium of
four friendly bacteria strains. The Lab4 consortium
was developed in 2003 by worldwide expert
Dr Nigel Plummer and his team at Cultech
Ltd, ProVen’s parent company, and is sold to
other companies around the world – Cultech
manufactures probiotics using both the Lab4 and
other strains for companies in the US, Australia,
Europe and elsewhere.
The first clinical trial on the efficacy of these
four combined strains in 2004 revealed a
reduction in the incidence of Clostridium difficile
diarrhoea in hospitalised patients (37). This was
closely followed by clinical studies into the use of
Lab4 probiotics alongside antibiotics (38) and in
IBS sufferers (39).
These trials all showed positive results, and
more recently, the Lab4 group of bacteria was
investigated in other areas of health, including
immunity, mood and exercise (40,41). In 2016, a
study looked into endotoxin levels in triathletes
using the Lab4 probiotics and showed a reduction
in gut disturbance, endotoxin levels, intestinal
permeability and race times (42). And this year, a
study was published showing that supplementing
with Lab4 probiotics protects endurance runners
from gut disturbances during a marathon race,
and may even help to maintain running pace
during the latter stages of racing (43).
Lab4 is subject to a continuous programme
of research, with another two trials due to be
published in January 2020. The body of evidence
behind the Lab4 probiotics now encompasses
over 15 clinical trials, supporting the widest
range of clinical benefits of any probiotic
globally.
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The power of our brain
Our neurotransmitters are a really useful medium to understand our mind and body, as
well as how to nourish our ‘body-mind’ health and physical performance through nutrition.
Ian Craig looks at the main neurotransmitters, plus some common and more novel
nutrients that can support them.

M

y first ‘ah-ha’ moment, when
it comes to the mind and
body, was when I read a
section of Deepak Chopra’s
book Quantum Healing
(1) about the discovery of
certain neurotransmitter (NT) receptors on
white blood cells. It suddenly made sense to
me that the mind nourishes the immune system
– is it true that happy or focused individuals
become sick less often than people who are
sad or lacking in goals? Sure, it makes intuitive
sense, but until that moment, I’d never heard it
being said.
This discovery tripped me into a
journey of the wonderful world of
psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) – a discipline

16
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which understands that our mind, and
the emotions attached to it, influence our
neurology. This, in turn, perfuses throughout
our body, shaping the immune system
that it stimulates. There is now even a
highly credible scientific journal called
Psychoneuroimmunology; so no longer is
the intimate mind-body link a figment of
somebody’s imagination. The immune system
seems to have been the first system studied
in relation to our emotions, but they of course
influence every single part of our physiology
– so what about psychoneuroendocrinology,
psychoneurogastroenterology (aka the ‘gutbrain axis’), and psychoneuromusculoskeletal?
All of these areas have been studied to
a greater or lesser extent and our mind

influences all of them. In fact, having studied
the subjects of exercise physiology and
nutritional therapy for many years, I’m now
convinced more than ever that our mind is the
source of what I call, the ‘big lever’ of therapy.
It is clear that anything we do to nourish our
minds will likewise nourish our bodies, and vice
versa. Mind health comes very much through
positive thoughts and focused energy, but if
our neurotransmitters are low, those positive
thoughts are hard to come by. Thankfully,
we can focus our more ‘physical’ skills of
nutritional therapy onto our neurotransmitters,
which will improve the health of our mind and
at the same time empower our bodies. This is
the direction in which I would like to take this
article.
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Neurotransmitters

One of the most useful resources that I’ve
been fortunate enough to use in my nutrition
practice is a book called The Edge Effect
by Dr Eric Bravermann (2). Bravermann has
extensively studied four neurotransmitters
that are present in our brain and in our body.
They are: dopamine, GABA, acetylcholine
(ACh) and serotonin. In his book, he resources
an enormous amount of information about
each NT – the book is not referenced, but it
is apparently based on 25 years of research
and clinical practice. And just like any other
information within the field of health, when
you try it out, you rapidly find out what works.
The most fascinating part of his discussions
is the way in which he links dominant NT
types in our body to our dominant personality
traits. We have all four NTs swimming around
our body, but one or two tend to be more
dominant than the others: dopamine has
been linked to drive and determination (e.g.
high in athletes and executives); acetylcholine
to quick thinking and creativity (e.g. high in
artists); GABA to structure and organisation
(e.g. high in accountants) and serotonin to
enjoyment and living in the moment (e.g. high
in artisans).
The NT table, below, outlines dominant
characteristics of individuals high in each
NT, symptoms that might appear if a NT

deficiency arises, and the food and lifestyle
choices that are best suited to that NT ‘type’.

Neurotransmitters in sport

Let’s delve a little deeper into the specificity of
this information for the sportsperson. Amongst
the many fatigue theories that exist within the
sports science literature, one of them pertains
to NTs. Early work by Jakeman et al (3) studied
the effect of serotonin and endurance training.
They found that in five endurance-trained
athletes, a serotoninergic agonist (stimulator)
had a significantly lower effect on serotonin
levels than in five non-endurance-trained
control subjects. They used these observations
to suggest that endurance training had the
effect of down-regulating central serotoninergic
receptor function. In other words, because
serotonin is thought to inhibit the uptake of
dopamine, which is required for the serious
drive and determination that top athletes need,
perhaps these sports people inadvertently
decrease their circulating levels of serotonin
via training. This theory has been supported
by other studies and it has been used as an
explanation of the central fatigue mechanism
– as opposed to fatigue that results from
peripheral factors.
In the early 2000s, Professor Tim Noakes
contributed to the athletic fatigue discussions
by putting forth his Central Governor Theory

[

(4,5). Contrary to the many peripheral fatigue
theories that preceded it, he suggested that
fatigue was mostly regulated in the brain
(centrally). He used the aforementioned
serotonin theory plus several other scientific
observations to support his ideas.
Unfortunately, in physiology, things are not
always simple or mechanistic in nature and it is
rarely the case when one element in isolation
demonstrates long-term attributes. The body is
very sophisticated and tends to have multiple
regulators for each system.
The same is true for the serotonin hypothesis.
An excellent review by Meeusen et al (6)
pointed out that several well-conducted
studies have failed to support this theory. He
suggested that brain function is dependent on
the interplay between a number of systems, so
more than one NT is likely to be responsible for
central fatigue: catecholamines and dopamine
likely play an important role in the development
of fatigue, but within a complex interaction
between central and peripheral factors.
Continuing with the serotonin discussion,
according to Alex Korb in his article for
Psychology Today (7), serotonin is the molecule
of willpower and delaying gratification – I may
be wrong, but would these attributes not be
important for an athlete? Perhaps we should
not be advocating that we max out dopamine
and minimise serotonin levels. Additionally,

➤

Bravermann’s Four Neurotransmitters (2)
DOPAMINE

ACh

GABA

SEROTONIN

PERSONALITY

Thrive on energy; strong-willed
and self-confident; deal better with
facts & figures than emotions; get
things done and work well under
stress; enjoy competitive sport;
need to be mentally stimulated;
good at meeting people

Creative; intuitive; innovative;
sociable and have lots of friends;
enjoy adventure; like sharing with
others

Stability; consistency; concern for
others; practical; level headed; good
at goal-setting; calm and settled

Playful; enjoy change; work-play
is one word; enjoy expensive
toys; life and soul of the party;
enjoy adventure sports; need
relationships in their life, but not to
be tied down

DEFICIENCY

Depression; anger, aggression;
addiction, food cravings; low
energy, excess sleep; poor
concentration & memory; sluggish
weight, obesity; diabetes, CV
disorders; thyroid problems

Anxiety; attention deficiency;
reduced creativity; mood swings;
low libido; arthritis; memory
problems; impaired abstract
thinking

Anxiety; palpitations; cold, clammy
hands; dizziness; poor sleep; muscle
tension; guilt; unable to think clearly

Depression; impulsive; lack of
enjoyment; obsessive-compulsive;
confusion; weight gain; allergies;
shortness of breath; lack of sleep

IDEAL FOODS

Increase:
• High-protein foods – chicken,
game, eggs, dairy, red meat
• Grains – oats
• Beans, nuts, seeds – soya beans,
walnuts

Increase:
• High-protein foods – eggs, liver,
beef, pork, game, fish
• Fat – avocado, dairy, nuts
• Beans, nuts, seeds – macadamias,
hazelnuts
• Vegetables – broccoli, cabbage
etc.

Increase:
• High-protein foods – liver, fish
• Grains – oats, brown rice
• Beans, nuts, seeds – lentils, walnuts
• Vegetables – broccoli, spinach,
potatoes

Increase:
• High-protein/fat foods – chicken,
turkey, dairy, eggs, game,
avocado
• Grains – oats

Decrease:
• Sugary and carb-based foods
• Caffeine
• Alcohol

IDEAL LIFESTYLE

Increase:
• Deep breathing exercise – yoga,
meditation, tai chi
• Set aside 30min+ per day to do
non-work related leisure activities
• Ease into some slow aerobic
exercise and weight training
Decrease:
• Competitive sport

Decrease:
• Sugary and carb-based foods
• Caffeine
• Alcohol
Increase:
• Be on your own sometimes
• Visual meditation
• Let others who are more logical
help you out!
• Moderate aerobic exercise
Decrease:
• Exposure to aluminum
• Violent films
• Electromagnetic radiation

Decrease:
• Sugary and carb-based foods
• Caffeine
• Alcohol

Increase:
• Interact with others, but don’t
always be the ‘giver’
• Regular aerobic exercise – rhythm
• Rekindle a hobby that you enjoy
Decrease:
• The number of things that you
organise – delegate!
• Lead exposure
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Decrease:
• Sugary and carb-based foods
• Salt
• Caffeine
• Alcohol

Increase:
• Deep breathing exercise – yoga,
meditation, tai chi
• Meditation by chanting
• Aerobic exercise of varied
structure
Decrease:
• The need to do everything ‘now’
• PCB’s and plastics
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researchers have actually noted a
➤ Brazilian
transient swing in lab rodents towards increased
dopamine and decreased serotonin levels
during physical exercise, which returned to
normal upon cessation of the bout (8). Since
serotonin is also believed to help regulate
mood and social behaviour, appetite and
digestion, sleep, memory, and sexual function,
our day-to-day levels should definitely be
replete enough to sustain the demands of hard
training.
Also, what about GABA, which is analogous
with relaxation and anti-anxiety? Apart from
its use for growth hormones stimulation (9)
and sleep, I haven’t come across any sportsspecific research on this NT; however, given
the question of performance arousal (or
over-arousal) that dominates sports psychology
texts, it would seem important to consider
GABA function. According to Abdou (10),
GABA supplementation induced relaxation and
decreased anxiety levels within 60 minutes of
human administration. Additionally, the GABA
group experienced increased IgA levels (a
significant marker of immunity) compared to
the placebo group.
To summarise the section I’ve written
about NTs in sport, I think that scientists
have perhaps over-analysed the serotonindopamine relationship, leading to some
confusion as to what NT levels are actually
healthy for athletes. However, the research of
other NTs that have fundamental roles in our
physiology and physical performance have so
far been neglected. If we look to the NT health
literature and extrapolate that information
across to the health of the athlete, we can make
some important contributions to their bodymind performance. It is my belief that every
physiological molecule and system is there for
a reason (even in athletes) and that we need to
do our best to nourish all of them.

Supporting our
neurotransmitters

Having talked about nourishing NTs, let’s
now turn our attention to some nutrients and
products that might be helpful in this regard.

CBD oil

I firstly spoke to Clifton Flack, the CEO and
Founder of CiiTECH, a company that sells
high-quality CBD products. I asked him why
sportspeople were using CBD oil and he
answered by sharing a story about Ben Franks,
a two-time Rugby World Cup winner, who had
been using various CBD products to aid sleep.
Ben Franks had told Clifton that it was hard to
sleep when he was in pain; by taking CBD oil,
he reported noticeably expedited recovery
times and a strengthened sense of mental wellbeing. Interestingly, Clifton believes that this
example (and many other sleep related cases)
relates to CBD’s suppressive effect on cytokineinduced tryptophan degradation (12).
18
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In line with our previous discussion of
serotonin, CBD also has the potential to
help maintain a sense of calm during high
performance activity, a time when anxiety can
take over. Clifton shared some research with us,
which showed that at high concentrations, CBD
could activate the 5-HT1A (hydroxytryptamine)
serotonin receptor, which would potentially
confer an anti-anxiety effect (13).
Additionally, in relation to our GABA
discussion earlier; Clifton also told us that
CBD acts as a positive allosteric modulator of
the GABA-A receptor (14), meaning that the
introduction of CBD creates a chain reaction
that results in improved GABA performance.
Clifton summed up by saying; “it seems
clear to researchers that CBD offers powerful
support to the complex human neurological
ecosystem.”

L-glutamine

L-glutamine is featured elsewhere in this
magazine (page 26) and for good reason. It is the
most abundant amino acid in the human body
and is involved in numerous processes within
our physiology. These include gastrointestinal
and immune support, neurotransmitter health,
fuel during high intensity exercise, and as a
glutathione precursor.
I spoke to a representative from Cornelius,
an independent European manufacturer and
distributor of speciality chemicals, raw materials
and ingredients for the life sciences market.
They told us that l-glutamine is popular as an
effective base for neurotransmitter synthesis
and development, plus it plays an important
multipurpose role in the arena of sports
nutrition. It is produced naturally within the
human microbiome, and provides a number of
key performance benefits.
L-glutamine is one of the most abundant
glycogenic amino acids in the human body
and is noted for delaying the onset of fatigue:
generated by the body in times of physical
stress or exertion, it creates a temporary dulling
of fatigue, and supports neurological activity,
while also reducing the sensation of bloating.
Additionally, l-glutamine draws water and
salt into muscle cells, encouraging faster
and more effective protein synthesis, which
in turn supports tissue growth and repair, as
well as glycogen repletion. There is increasing
evidence that a deficiency in l-glutamine
may be linked to oxidative stress, transient
inflammation and compromised efficiency of
the immune system.
Returning to neurotransmitter support,
and reinforcing the multiple physiological
effects of l-glutamine supplementation, oral
l-glutamine supplementation has been shown
to increase GABA levels in rat striatal tissue
and extracellular fluid (15). So, l-glutamine
can potentially also be used as an anti-anxiety
GABA support, although at certain doses in
certain individuals, l-glutamine can actually up-

regulate glutamate function, which is an excitatory
neurotransmitter - so be careful.

Conclusions

Neurotransmitter support can be a powerful
ergogenic strategy because NTs have such a
strong effect on our physiological functions.
Instead of cherry picking certain NTs to try
and boost (e.g. dopamine) and diminish
(e.g. serotonin), as a practitioner, I strive for
neurotransmitter balance. I have no doubt that
we shift NT expression to increased mental/
physical stimulation and decreased relaxation
during sport, but this should be a natural and
transient phenomenon. I believe that long term,
a happy and relaxed athlete will out-perform an
overly stimulated and stressed individual, who is
more likely to succumb to a state of overtraining.
Through lifestyle, nutrition and supplementation,
we can support all of our NTs in a healthy and
balanced way. fsn
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[Expert Q&A

Petra Van Gucht
In this section of the magazine, we ask an expert a few
questions pertinent to nutrition and exercise practitioners.
In this issue, we talk to Petra Van Gucht, co-founder and head
of R&D of CosmoGroup, an EU and FDA-registered and
certified private label and contract manufacturing company.
Hi Petra, thanks for chatting to us. Could
you tell our readers a bit more about
CosmoGroup and its philosophy?
PVG: In CosmoGroup, we care deeply
about our planet, the people and animals
who live on it. Not only do we create
products that help contribute towards
peoples’ overall health and wellbeing, but
we also believe in responsible food practices
and clean ingredients. This is why we offer
an entire range of sustainable, private-label
supplements. In our work, we try to keep the
3 P’s in balance: people, planet and profit.
Because sustainability is a broad concept,
we have created a framework that includes
social, economic and ecological criteria.
We’ve read that you’ve been working
on sustainable supplements for the past
four years. What do you have in place to
ensure sustainability?
PVG: The international Corporate Social
Responsibility model is our guideline when
it comes to reducing the environmental
footprint of our operations. We try to make
our production as efficient as possible and
generate less waste. When it comes to science
and innovation, there’s no doubt: we’re
better together. There is no game-changing
innovation without collaboration. That is why
we’re involved in 30+ projects – all focused
on topics like data-driven nutrition and health,
precision production and processing, and a
tailored supply chain. We must be careful with
raw materials, our natural environment and
ecosystems so we don’t endanger our future
generations and exhaust our planet.
What are the main challenges that
you have identified while working on
sustainable supplements?
PVG: We have a broad range of plant-based
raw materials from organic farming.
We also work with products from
biorefining, bio-based products and byproducts from the circular economy, such
as di- and tripeptides from fermented
microalgae. The use of alternative
proteins offers a perfect solution to a
more sustainable food production system.
Although the number and variety of
20
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plant-based products continue to rise,
and customers are ready to embrace this
trend, taste and texture remain a barrier for
mainstream consumers.
The sensory characteristics of plant
proteins vary widely. This means it’s not
easy to swap one type for another in an
application. What may work with one, will
not necessarily work with another.
We needed to invest a lot in an overall
sensory experience and flavour interrelationships. This entails an analysis of the
‘sum’ rather than the ‘parts’ because this
approach requires knowing your audience
(who is your target, and what do they want);
knowing your product (characteristics of the
product, ingredients, and application); and
understanding your consumer (what are
their likes and dislikes). We have created
a database with tools to tailor to the
expectations of conscious sports people
and continue to work on it every day.
How do you ensure the reliability of your
formulations?
PVG: Although it may be easy for a
formulator to develop a nutraceutical/
supplement form (powders, capsules, gels,
etc.) containing bioactive components, it
is quite challenging to obtain a satisfactory
biocompatibility and bioavailability. At the
end of the day, supplements must work. I
favour a sport-specific holistic approach and
transparency. Our triple-T ‘trace-test-trust’
verification programme ensures supply
chain transparency, ingredient quality and
sustainability.

In your opinion, what is the future of the
sports nutrition supplement market?
PVG: I think sports nutrition is rocketing
because, along with the healthy living trend,
more people are adopting an active lifestyle,
embracing a healthier dietary pattern and
recognising the benefits of sports nutrition.
As a result, sports nutrition will become
more mainstream. When it comes to protein
processing methods, milk isolates might
be challenged by the rise of hydrolysates
and bioactive compounds from fermented
food products – this is expected to be the
next big development. Other trends to
look out for in 2020 in the sports nutrition
industry are nutrient timing, systems
biology, nutrigenomics, personalisation,
recovery gaining importance over rest,
flavour improvement, and innovation in
different professional technologies. In this
context, microencapsulation stands out
as one of these technologies with a wide
variety of applications and a promising
future. Finally, besides innovation, dietary
recommendations and research, the sports
nutrition category will be shaped by more
regulations.
Sport has the power to inspire and I dare
to hope that players in the sports nutrition
industry will use sustainable operating
practices as the new game changer in
business because the future depends on the
work we do today. fsn
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[ESSNawards

The judges

Join the European
Specialist Sports
Nutrition Awards

W

ant to enhance your organisation’s profile, communicate to your
target audience and interact with sports nutrition professionals,
including some of the continent’s biggest sports nutrition brands?
Look no further than the European Specialist Sports Nutrition Awards.
Sponsorship gives you the opportunity to communicate to your
target audience and interact with journalists, practitioners and
sportspeople, as well as, of course, some of the continent’s biggest sports nutrition brands. It
is also a fantastic opportunity to align your brand with the most respected and largest trade
body for sports nutrition in Europe, ESSNA!
Take a look at some of the categories you stamp your brand onto:
Best Sports Nutrition Product • 2019 Game Changer • Most Innovative Product • Most
Sustainable Product • Best Sports Nutrition Ad • Best Sports Nutrition Product for the 50+
• Best ‘Free From’ Sports Nutrition Product

To find out more about the benefits of sponsorship and how to apply,
contact info@essnawards.com or visit our website: www.essnawards.com.
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[Elite interview: what’s your diet like?

James Haskell

[MMA fighter and former rugby union player

James Haskell, aged 34, is a former England rugby union
player who recently became a professional mixed martial
artist. Haskell represented England internationally and
won 77 caps. He played in the past two World Cups and
won three Six Nations with England, including the Grand
Slam in 2016. Haskell also played as a flanker for Wasps
RFC and Northampton Saints in the Aviva Premiership. In
May 2019, he announced his retirement from a 17-year
professional rugby career after struggling with injuries. In
August 2019, he signed with popular mixed martial arts
promotion Bellator MMA and is due to make his debut in
the heavyweight division next year.

Q

Hi James, thanks for
chatting to us. What
made you decide to transition
from professional rugby to
mixed martial arts?
JH: Thanks for the invitation.
David Green, who I collaborated
with on some commentary work,
approached my agent to ask
me to fight, which I laughed off
at first! But the idea of training
again, testing myself, and having
a go at a completely different
sport really appealed to me. I do
a lot of speaking work around
team sports, but going into an
individual sport places different
demands on a person. And that
for me slowly adds to other
areas, such as sponsorship,
which makes a big difference.
I just thought the timing was
perfect for me.

Q

What were the key
dietary changes you had
to implement moving from
rugby to mixed martial arts?
JH: I was about 121kg when I
retired from rugby and I decided
to implement my own training
plan and my wife’s nutrition
plan for aesthetic reasons. I got
down to around 112.5kg. This
is the leanest I’ve been since I
was 24. When I signed for my
MMA contract, I realised that
the heavyweight category is
a maximum of 119kg which is
where I want to be, and it’s not
24
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hard for me to be at that weight.
I looked into the amount of
calories I was burning during
my MMA training and it was
extraordinary in comparison
to a regular weights session in
the gym, where you may burn,
on average, 600 calories. I was
burning roughly 1000 calories
per session. I remember my
first boxing session lasted an
hour and I burned around 800
calories. And then I did some
wrestling for an hour and half,
and burned another 1200
calories. That’s 2000 calories in
total, so I obviously had to up
my calories from approximately
3000 to 4000 calories, and I’m
still the leanest and in the best
shape I’ve ever been in my life.
And when I come to fight camp
and lead up to fight week, I
don’t anticipate having to cut
a lot, which I don’t want to be
doing anyway. It’s all about
matching your nutrition to your
training.

Q

Since we’re a sports
nutrition magazine,
we’re interested in your dayto-day nutrition. Would you
mind sharing a sample day’s
diet with our readers?
JH: I have to focus massively on
hydration because the amount
of water I lose in my training
sessions is extraordinary. From
the nutrition side of things,

training for two hours, my body
is asking for some fast carbs. I’m
sponsored by Grenade, so I use
a lot of their products which are
Informed-Sport approved, and it
makes a difference.

Q
there have been a few changes.
When I played rugby and had
blood work done, there was
always a lot of inflammation in
my body. I have lasting injuries
that I’m dealing with while doing
MMA and I’m trying to eat more
vegetables and berries, avoid
fried food and dairy, and have
red meat only a couple of times
a week, to help bring down
those inflammatory markers.
Each meal is based around
protein, then carbohydrates,
and then the right amount and
quality of fats – that tends to
be the standard and I try not
to deviate. I also didn’t deviate
when I was playing rugby,
and I try to spread those 4000
calories throughout the day,
with three to four meals, and a
minimum focus on supplements.
But sometimes supplements
are needed; especially after

You’ve recently created
your own range of CBD
supplements alongside Ben
Franks, your old teammate
from Northampton Saints
Rugby Club. How do these
supplements benefit your own
training and recovery?
JH: For me, trying to manage
inflammation was the key reason
for starting IMPACT SPORTS
CBD. Ben was actually the
driving force to get me onto
CBD. Using CBD oil means
avoiding anti-inflammatories
and it helps me personally by
supporting inflammation and
improving sleep quality, which is
inherently a natural recovery aid.

Q

Finally, what are your
goals in this new sport?
JH: I haven’t really thought any
further ahead than the first fight.
It’s such a difficult sport and so
much needs to be done, so it’s
really about taking one day at a
time, as clichéd as that sounds!
In fighting, you’re part of an elite
team that places high standards
and demands on you. My only
concern right now is what they tell
me to do and how to do it. fsn
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focus on:

L-glutamine
Used by sports enthusiasts to boost performance, and recommended by nutritional
therapists to restore the gastrointestinal wall, what are the mechanisms and evidence
to support the use of l-glutamine? Mémé Watanabe, who recently completed her
dissertation on dysbiosis, examines this popular nutrient.
The most
abundant
amino acid

Glutamine is the
most abundant
amino acid in human blood,
skeletal muscle and the free
amino acid pool, and with a rapid
turnover, it plays a key role in the
growth of lymphocytes, fibroblasts
and enterocytes. Glutamine is
also a precursor to nucleotides,
glutathione homeostasis, protein
synthesis, glucose biosynthesis
and oxidative energy and acts as
a main transporter of ammonia
(1). Glutamine has two forms;
l-glutamine and d-glutamine,
which are mirror images of each
other. However, it is l-glutamine
that has the important role in the
body (2). Although glutamine is
a non-essential amino acid, if its
use exceeds its production, then
glutamine becomes an essential
amino acid.
The glutamine-glutamate/
GABA cycle metabolises
glutamine using the enzyme
glutaminase (2) to produce
glutamate, which is a precursor
to gamma-amino butyric acid
(GABA). In the brain, GABA is
an inhibitory neurotransmitter
and in contrast, glutamate is
an excitatory neurotransmitter.
In some studies, glutamine
supplementation has been
shown to improve mood, but
other studies have shown that
excess glutamine in the plasma
may be correlated with reduced
mental health conditions such
as low cognition and Alzheimer’s
Disease (3).

Exercise performance

It has been suggested that
intense exercise and training
can render athletes more
susceptible to infection and colds
(4). One suggested reason may
be decreased levels of plasma
glutamine because of skeletal
muscles use during exercise,
which reduces the availability of
glutamine for cells in the immune
system. In addition, glutamine
26
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may inhibit the expression of
nuclear factor-kB in the intestines,
which is a key regulator of the
immune system (5).
Glutamine has also been
investigated as having ergogenic
properties to reduce fatigue
in athletes because glutamine
stimulates glycogen synthesis,
is a precursor to the antioxidant
glutathione, and may reduce
muscle damage (6). However,
certain early studies have found
no positive effect on exercise
performance from taking
glutamine (7,8).

Gastrointestinal tract

Glutamine is the primary fuel for
intestinal epithelial cells, with
about 30 per cent of total body
glutamine as the main nutrient
in the intestines. Intestinal
epithelial cells renew every
4-5 days and are amongst the
fastest renewing cells in the
body. Glutamine encourages
cell regulation and proliferation
through protein kinases and
growth factors. A review on
glutamine and the intestine by
Kim and Kim (9) included in-vivo
studies, which demonstrated the
modulating effect of glutamine
on tight junctions in the small
intestine and used the schematic
diagram on the proposed
mechanisms of glutamine in the
gut (9) – top right.
Secretory immunoglobulin A
(sIgA) is an antibody found in
the intestinal lumen, protecting
the intestinal epithelium
by preventing adhesion of
pathogens, and facilitating
removal from the gut. Glutamine
supplementation has been
shown to enhance sIgA secretion
through a number of possible
pathways. Since low sIgA is
implicated in gastrointestinal
diseases, there may be
potential in using glutamine
supplementation, although more
clinical studies are needed to
confirm this.
In 2013, a small human study
found reduced exercise induced

intestinal permeability with the
use of 0.9 g/kg of fat free mass
per day of glutamine for seven
days prior to 60 minutes of
exercise (15). In 2017, a similar
study was conducted with
the same results (16). A metaanalysis published in 2017 on
the effects of glutamine and
radiation enteritis found higher
efficacy in patients with enteritis
compared to control; however,
these differences were not
statistically significant (10). In
terms of illness, a meta-analysis
and systematic review found no
or little effect of glutamine on
infection, reduced length of stay
in hospital, or risk of mortality
(11,12). Currently, glutamine is
given to chemotherapy patients
for mucositis; systematic reviews
have showed positive effects
of glutamine on mucositis in
chemotherapy patients with an
average dose of 20-30g per day,
divided into three doses (13,14).
Past studies have found
glutamine intake to be safe;
however, few studies have
looked at the effects of long term
glutamine supplementation.
A review in 2012 discussed
how long term high-dose
supplementation could
potentially result in glutamine
competing with other amino
acids for shared transporters,
impairment of endogenous
glutamine, alterations in the
important role glutamine plays

as a transporter of ammonia, and
other side effects (17).

Conclusions

Like all supplements, glutamine
should be used as a short term
strategy to supplement dietary
nutrient intake. Recommended
doses from supplement
companies range from 500mg to
10 grams a day, divided into three
doses, depending on the reasons
for use such supporting exercise
or gastrointestinal health. The
excitatory effect of glutamine to
glutamate conversion on mood is
possible, but rare and therefore
supplementation should be taken
with the guidance of a qualified
practitioner, especially for those
with mood disorders. fsn
• References upon request
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PRODUCT SHOWCASES

Adding more protein into
modern diets
In conjunction with a balanced diet and exercise regime, food and
beverage products rich in collagen support mobility and muscular
maintenance. Collagen is also recognized for its ability to maintain
healthy skin, hair and nails. If you are looking for ways to increase
the nutritional value of your food or beverage brand, OmniColTM
is an easy way to incorporate condition-specific health benefits
in your final product. OmniColTM is a non-gelling product that
dissolves fast and seamlessly in cold water. It is rapidly absorbed by
the organism and a great source of protein.
Email: contact.uk@essentiaproteins.com
Website: https://essentiaproteins.com

Atlas Gut
Microbiome Test
The Atlas Gut Microbiome Test is a
unique tool to discover your microbiome
status, see how it influences your health
and get personalised recommendations
to optimise wellbeing.
The Test features:
• disease protection from 5 chronic conditions
• microbiome diversity and dietary fibre metabolism
• probiotic and beneficial bacteria levels
• vitamin and butyrate synthesis potential
• tailored food and probiotic recommendations
Designed by our team of geneticists, doctors, microbiome experts
and biostatisticians, the Atlas Microbiome Test uses 16S rRNA
sequencing, the gold standard in this field, for non-invasive analysis
of the colonic microbiota composition. The test is registered with
MHRA.
For more information please visit www.atlasbiomed.com
Email: partners@atlasbiomed.com

IMPACT Sports CBD
Oil 1600mg
The new CBD sports brand powered
by CiiTECH in partnership with Rugby
Legends Ben Franks and James Haskell
to support participation in high impact
sports and to assist sports enthusiasts
maintain personal fitness levels. Our
new and enhanced CBD oil is now
complete with powerful cannabinoids
and terpenes, produced from 100%
legally grown Hemp. This 10ml bottle
contains 200 drops of Full Spectrum CO2 Hemp extract in Olive
oil and MCT, guaranteeing you 8mg CBD in each drop! Third party
batch test verified and in full compliance with UK and EU CBD
regulations.
Tel: +44 (0) 844 567 4343
Web: www.impactsports.uk
E-mail: INFO@IMPACTSPORTS.UK
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[Product focus

PEA: The CBD
alternative for tested
athletes
Unfortunately for athletes who may be drugs tested, CBD products have not made
Informed Sport approval due to their trace levels of THC. However, it seems that
there is a compound that has similar properties to CBD – Nick Morgan explains.

C

BD is everywhere at the
moment – in magazines,
newspapers and the shops.
This is no surprise, with an
increasing number of users
reporting a range of benefits
linked to pain, soreness, sleep and overall
cognition.
Some people can’t take CBD, however, such
as elite athletes or those with a particularly harsh
drug-testing regimen at work (CBD still contains
trace amounts of THC). Fortunately for those
people, there’s also PEA. This is a relatively new
supplement trend, with a platform of research
highlighting its potential analgesic, antiinflammatory and neuro-protective benefits.

What is PEA?

PEA stands for palmitoylethanolamide, a
compound that is naturally produced by the
body as a repair mechanism in periods of
increased stress, pain and inflammation. It is a
simple fatty acid that is categorised as being
part of the extended endocannabinoid family.
Cannabinoids are a collection of chemical
compounds that interact with the receptors
found within the body’s own endocannabinoid
system. The body naturally produces
endocannabinoids (‘endo’ meaning within the
body), which interact both directly and indirectly
with these receptors. Cannabinoid receptors
CB1 and CB2 are found in tissues all over the
body, but CB1 is mainly found in the brain and
nerves of the spinal cord, while CB2 is mainly
found in the digestive and immune systems.
Due to PEA being made naturally in the body,
levels can fluctuate, with production declining
in correlation with age. What’s more, internal
production of PEA is often reduced in periods
of stress or injury.
PEA was first discovered in 1957 when
it was isolated from egg yolk and found
to be the compound that gave eggs their
anti-inflammatory properties. In the mid1960s, researchers established PEA to be an
endogenous compound naturally present in all
28
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mammalian tissues, including muscles, the
brain and the heart (1).

How does PEA work?

PEA operates through multiple pathways and
mechanisms within the body to provide its
analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects. It has
the ability to work both directly and indirectly
within the central and peripheral nervous system.
n Directly – PEA reduces inflammation
locally by modulating the activity of proinflammatory genes and the production of
many inflammatory substances via receptors
known as PPAR-α receptors (2). By binding on
to these receptors, PEA inhibits the secretion of
inflammatory molecules.
Furthermore, on a more cellular level, PEA
stimulates a cascade of reactions that leads
to the expression of proteins that reduce
inflammation.
n Indirectly – PEA enhances the levels and
actions of other compounds that are antiinflammatory and provide pain relief. This
mechanism is known as the ‘entourage effect’.
PEA has a naturally low affinity for CB1 and
CB2 receptors and only activates Transient
Receptor Potential Vanilloid type-1 (TRPV1)
channels when at very high concentrations in
the body. These TRPV1 channels are found on
the outside of nerve cells and play a part in pain
and temperature regulation (2,3).
PEA can, however, enhance the levels
and actions of another endocannabinoid,
anandamide, which is often dubbed as the
‘bliss’ molecule or the body’s own natural
THC (the compound in cannabis that has
psychoactive effects and produces a ‘high’).
Anandamide creates a profound analgesic
response before the pain signal even arrives
at the spinal cord. PEA inhibits the enzyme
that degrades this molecule – Fatty Acid
Amide Hydrolaze (FAAH). Anandamide is able
to act upon both CB receptors and TRPV1
channels, helping to combat pain and increase
relaxation (2).

How is PEA different from
CBD?

The main difference between PEA and CBD
relates to where it is sourced. CBD, a plant
cannabinoid, is sourced from hemp plants that
are bred to only contain trace amounts of THC,
while PEA is usually sourced from eggs and
soya. Also, unlike PEA, CBD is not produced in
the body.
There are also similarities: PEA resembles
CBD in that both substances have antiinflammatory and neuro-protective properties.
CBD also increases the action of anandamide,
as well as enhancing the effects of other brain
chemicals, including our feel-good hormone
serotonin.
While CBD is yet to be proven effective and
safe – studies have only shown its benefits for
certain diseases such as epilepsy – PEA has a
good platform of safety and efficacy studies in
the areas of managing discomfort, supporting
joint health and enhancing recovery.

Who is PEA for?

PEA is an excellent supplement option for
professional athletes or for those who wish to
completely avoid THC. While THC levels in
CBD supplements are highly regulated and will
only be found in very small concentrations, it
isn’t possible to remove THC completely, which
creates a potential problem for professional
athletes who undergo regular drug tests.
PEA provides many of the same benefits as
CBD and removes the concern around the trace
levels of THC that are banned by the World
Anti-Doping Agency in competing athletes.

Enhancing PEA’s absorption

Due to its fatty nature, PEA does not dissolve
well in water, reducing both the absorption and
bioavailability in the digestive system.
The novel, award-winning LipiSperse
delivery technology has been developed
to help overcome this issue. By reducing
surface tension, particles can disperse freely
in water, so improving the bioavailability and
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“CBD, A PLANT
CANNABINOID,
IS SOURCED
FROM HEMP
PLANTS THAT
ARE BRED TO
ONLY CONTAIN
TRACE AMOUNTS
OF THC, WHILE
PEA IS USUALLY
SOURCED FROM
EGGS AND
SOYA.”
functionality of PEA in the body. One study
showed an approximate 1.8x increase in PEA
blood levels when comparing 300mg of PEA
with the dispersion technology to 300mg of
standard PEA formulation (4). This increase in
absorption and bioavailability leads to a higher
active concentration of PEA and suggests that
LipiSperse PEA will have the same efficacy as
standard PEA at lower doses.

What can PEA help with?

n Reducing acute and chronic soreness/
inflammation – Through the mechanisms

described above, PEA has been shown to
reduce acute and chronic soreness and
decrease inflammation across a number of
different conditions (5,6). Data pooled from 10
studies showed that PEA was associated with
significantly greater pain reduction compared
to control conditions (5) and was shown to
produce a progressive reduction in pain
intensity (6).
Analysis of 12 studies reported a reduction by
an average of one pain intensity score (scoring
from 0-10) every two weeks, with over 80 per
cent of those taking PEA achieving a pain score
of three or less by day 60 of the treatment (6).
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Internal production of PEA is often reduced
➤ in periods
of stress, injury or increased
inflammation, which is when supplementation
can be helpful to restore levels. What’s more,
PEA may also be a suitable alternative to nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) use.
A study directly comparing PEA and NSAID
use for pain relief reported a significantly
higher reduction in pain after two weeks of
treatment in the group receiving 300mg PEA
in the morning and 600mg in the evening (7).
It would be exciting to further develop this
work in elite athletes, many of whom consume
NSAIDs on a regular basis.
n Exercise performance and recovery –
Although currently there is limited data around
the efficacy of PEA in exercise performance
and recovery, the preliminary findings of a
recent trial are showing promising results. After
supplementing with PEA, subjects had lower
lactate levels than the control group, indicating
increased aerobic energy metabolism and
decreased anaerobic energy metabolism,
allowing for a higher level of intensity for a
longer period of time. What’s more, participants
had lower levels of myoglobin (a protein found
in muscle tissue that carries and stores oxygen)
at one, two and three hours post-exercise. High
levels of myoglobin correlate with increased
muscle damage, so PEA could potentially lead
to decreased muscle damage, increasing sports
performance.
Participants also had a significantly higher
increase in Protein Kinase B after exercise,
activating the protein Mammalian Target of
Rapamycin (mTOR), which is responsible for
increasing muscle size.
n Sleep – PEA is involved in how the circadian
rhythm functions (8) and has been shown to
improve sleep patterns as well as help overall
sleep quality in people with carpal tunnel
syndrome due to reducing pain intensity and
inflammation (9).
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PEA promotes restful sleep through helping
to activate CB1 receptors, causing a calming
effect that induces sleep. It can also increase
restful REM sleep – our deep phase of sleep,
also known as Rapid Eye Movement – by
activating TRPV1 channels (10,11).
n Immune boosting – PEA may help to
lower the chance of catching a cold and
reduce the severity of symptoms, including
fever, headaches and sore throat (12).
n General wellbeing – Endocannabinoids
help to regulate mood, emotion, pleasure
perception and much more, with levels
naturally rising during periods of increased
stress.
PEA may play a potential role as an
antidepressant and help to dampen down
anxiety and stress through its ability to
enhance the levels and actions of anandamide
– the ‘bliss’ molecule (13,14).
Furthermore, researched subjects with
higher levels of PEA in their blood also
had a higher stress tolerance and were less
prone to developing post-traumatic stress
disorder (9). fsn
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Health
implications
of sweeteners
in sports
drinks
Much has been said about the health of dietary
sweeteners, for better or worse, but as you will
see, the science is not cut and dry. Joanne Hart
shares her research on natural and artificial
sweeteners in sporting products.

C

oncerns about obesity and
dental health have meant that
recent health policy is directing
the public away from sugar.
Consumers are becoming
more conscious of the negative
effects, but still our desire for sweetness
persists, and of course manufacturers need to
create palatable products.
The inevitable effect of this is that artificial
sweeteners have started to replace sugar in
confectionary, soft drinks and other products.
In the sports world, these artificial sweeteners
have been used for a while to support the
desire for low calorie products and to add
sweetness to flavoured protein powders.
While some people can rationalise that
occasional or frequent artificial sweetener
consumption in food is acceptable, and
perhaps even beneficial in some cases, what
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should we be thinking when it is in sports
products that are used on a daily basis?
In this article I will review the types of
sweeteners that are available, how our taste
buds work, the common sweeteners in some
sports products, and potential safety concerns.

What are sweeteners?

The word ‘sweetener’ is a broad term for
chemicals that provide sweetness; they may
provide calories, low calories or no calories.
There are also natural or artificial sweeteners
available.
The caloric sugars that we find in our foods
and drinks include white and brown sugar
(sucrose, composed of glucose and fructose),
honey, agave, maple syrup, treacle, glucose
syrup, rice syrup and fructose (from fruit juice).
Most of us are familiar with these sugar sources
and understand that a calorie from any of

these sugars is identical and supplies energy
in the form of four calories/gram. Sugar of
this type is digested in the small intestine into
monosaccharides and then transported into
the bloodstream. Blood glucose levels increase
until insulin can transport it away.
There is also a class of sugars called sugar
alcohols, such as sorbitol, lactitol, xylitol,
mannitol, erythritol, trehalose, and maltitol.
These are neither sugar or alcohol, they are
incompletely absorbed and metabolised by
the body (1), and provide 0 to 3 calories/gram.
These may cause digestive discomfort in some
people.
The third type of sweeteners are artificial
sweeteners, which have names such as ‘nonnutritive’ (NNS) (1) and ‘low- or no-calorie’
(LNCS) (2). Examples are saccharin, sucralose
and aspartame.
The apparent main driver for the production
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foods to compensate for the fact that they have
consumed a low calorie product, resulting in
increased calorie intake overall.
• LNCS promote a preference for sweet taste,
thereby increasing consumption of other sweet
foods.
Producers of these type of sweeteners make
claims around the maintenance of dental health
and reduction of post prandial glycaemic
responses. They cannot claim to contribute
to the maintenance of normal bodyweight or
blood glucose levels (2).
EXAMPLES OF SWEETENERS
Artificial
sweeteners:
Sucralose
Saccharin
Aspartame
Acesulfame -K
Neotame
Advantame (4)

“WHEN AN LCNS
IS TASTED, IT
STILL APPEARS TO
SEND THE SWEET
MESSAGE TO THE
BRAIN, BUT THEN
THERE IS A LACK
OF EXPECTED
CALORIES THAT
FOLLOWS.”
of low- and no-calorie sweeteners is to reduce
obesity, but some observational studies have
highlighted that obesity has been associated
with higher intakes of low- or no-calorie drinks
(2). This observation may be supported by
research, albeit an animal study on flies, which
showed the effect of the imbalance between
the sweet taste of sucralose and lack of energy.
As quoted from the study, sucralose “promoted
insomnia, glucose intolerance, enhanced sweet
taste perception, and a sustained increase in
food and calories consumed, effects that are
reversed upon sucralose removal” (3).
The mechanisms for obesity in humans are
not known, but hypotheses around sweeteners
include:
• Low calorie sweeteners can increase appetite
through an insulin release pathway or low
satiating properties.
• Individuals may consciously eat more of other

Plant based sweeteners:
Steviol Glycoside (4)
Mogroside
Thaumatin/Katemfe Fruit
Extract
Monk fruit extract (8)
Sugar alcohols:
Sorbitol, Mannitol,
Erythritol, Xylitol,
Lactitol, Trehalose,
Maltitiol (1)

Sucralose

Sucralose is an artificial sweetener (known as
Splenda), and appears to be the most common
one found in flavoured protein powders. One
of the manufacturers responded to my request
to give details about sucralose and their reason
for using it:
• It is 600x sweeter than sugar and is derived
from sugar, but only a tiny amount is needed to
make products palatable.
• 100 studies over 20 years have demonstrated
an excellent safety profile.
It is made by taking sugar and replacing
three hydrogen oxygen groups with three
chlorine atoms; it tastes like sugar and is calorie
free. The body doesn’t recognise it as a sugar
and it passes through the body unchanged (6).
Sucralose was discovered in 1976, but it
wasn’t until 2002 that it was authorised for sale
in the UK. In 2006, the USA Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approved the health
claim that products containing sucralose, such
as gum and soft drinks, can reduce the risk of
dental caries (7).

How do our taste buds work?

Steviol glycosides

Review of some flavoured
protein powder products

Katemfe fruit extract

On the surface of the tongue we have papillea,
and some of these contain taste buds. Flavours
enter the pore of the taste bud, then a sensory
cell analyses it and sends it to the nerve fibre,
which sends a message to the brain so we know
what flavour we are eating.
Taste is made of five components; sweet,
bitter, salty, sour and umami. Sweet taste is
linked to food reward and energy in the form
of carbohydrate (4). When an LCNS is tasted,
it still appears to send the sweet message to
the brain, but then there is a lack of expected
calories that follows.
Taste perception of sweetness is complex
and is mainly mediated by taste receptors in
the oral cavity, known as type 1 (Tas1Rs). These
receptors also exist in the gut and pancreas,
which suggests that they are involved in other
physiological processes. Binding sites in the taste
receptors are able to recognise sugars (sucrose,
glucose), amino acids (d-tryptophan), artificial
sweeteners (saccharin, aspartame) and sweet
proteins (e.g. thaumatin) (5). The receptors have
at least six binding sites and so sweeteners do
not bind at the same site, which leads to varying
perceptions of sweetness. The T1R2/T1R3
receptor has been proposed to be involved
in the regulation of insulin. Also age, sex and
body mass influence perception, with women
detecting sweetness at lower levels than men (4).

The most popular sweeteners found in
flavoured protein powders are sucralose, steviol
glycosides and fruit extracts.

Stevia glycosides are from the stevia plant and
it is therefore considered a natural sweetener.
It is a LCNS because it does not increase
blood glucose levels compared to sucrose
(white sugar) and it provides no calories. Stevia
comes from the leaf of a plant and ethanol
is used to extract the steviol glycosides. This
sounds like a similar process to making a
herbal tincture, although on the mass scale.
Whether this is acceptable or not may depend
upon your perception of the manufacturing
industry. Protein powder itself has been through
manufacturing processes to separate, dry and
mix the ingredients. Perhaps the question is not
about how the process works, but more about
where the products are sourced or grown.
One of the challenges is that up to 80 per
cent of the population is sensitive to the natural
bitterness in some stevia products (8). One
protein powder manufacturer said that they
aim to dose at low levels to avoid the bitter
taste, and that they avoid the natural sweetener
thaumatin because it has a liquorice aftertaste,
which effects the taste buds five minutes
after consumption. Stevia comes in different
grades, which relates to the concentration of
rebausiosides in the product. Rebausioside A
(Reb A) has the cleanest taste, but costs more.
They use a 97 per cent Reb A to provide a
cleaner taste profile.

Katemfe fruit extract or Thaumatin is a natural
sweet-protein that is harvested from the
Thaumatococcus daniellii herb in West Africa
and has been used in native cuisine for over
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FLAVOURED PROTEIN POWDERS

Product

Sweeteners on ingredients label

Vanilla pea

Katemfe fruit extract

Chocolate pea

Thaumatin, stevia and monk fruit

Raspberry whey protein isolate

Apple pectin (fibre) sweetener, steviol glycosides (stevia)

Vanilla whey

Sucralose

Pea, brown rice, quinoa, chia seed, amaranth

Steviol gylcosides

Chocolate pea

Steviol glycosides

Vanilla whey

Sucralose, some maltodextrin

Vanilla whey

Sucralose

Pea protein, flaxseed, brown rice protein

Sucralose

years. It has applications in drinks, food
➤ 100
and pharmaceuticals. Not only does it add
sweetness, because it is 2000-3000 times
sweeter than sucrose, but it is also used as a
flavour enhancer to hide bitter tastes in food;
for example, it can hide the taste of stevia.
It is described as being one of the most
commercialised and regulated sweet proteins
(there are 8 of them), and it doesn’t cause
tooth decay and may be suitable for diabetics.
It contains 4 kcal/g, as per other sugars, but
only very small amounts are needed. It was
approved for use in Great Britain in 1983, but
the main challenge is limited availability (9), so
research continues into yield and production
methods (1).

Safety and acceptable daily
intakes (ADI)

LNCS are regulated EU food additives. Safety
criteria include: not causing adverse effects
including cancer; not affecting reproduction;
not being stored in the body or metabolised
into potentially unsafe products; and not
causing allergic reactions.
Safety measures include an Acceptable
Daily Intake (ADI). In the case of aspartame, a
person would need to drink 14 cans every day
to exceed the ADI (2). Labels do not state how
much artificial sweetener is in a product, but it
seems unlikely that adults would exceed these
amounts in protein powders.
In terms of other safety concerns, one review,
that is discussed in the next section, highlighted
the fact that research has failed to find a link to
cancer risk, but that an association of diet soft
drinks with kidney function decline and vascular
risk factors has been questioned (10).
ACCEPTABLE DAILY INTAKE (ADI)

LNCS
(Low No Calorie
Sweetener)

mg/day/kg
bodyweight

Sucralose

15

Aspartame

40

Stevia

4

Thaumatin

1.1
EFSA 2015
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Gut microbiome

I will now consider the ever evolving topic
of the gut microbiome. While the published
safety data tells us that artificial sweeteners are
safe, there are still concerns about the affect of
eating something artificial on insulin response,
eating habits or gut bacteria.
In 2018, the media reported that laboratory
testing of FDA approved artificial sweeteners
and sport supplements had toxic effects on
the gut microbiome. The research showed that
aspartame and acesulfame-K damaged the
genes within E.coli (a beneficial gut bacteria
at certain levels). Saccharin damaged genes
and cell membranes, leading to cell death,
whereas sucralose did not cause damage.
The 10 sports supplements that were tested
contained either sucralose or/and acesulfame-K
and were all toxic to the gut bacteria (10).
The products also contained many other
ingredients, such as artificial colours, fats, amino
acids and thickeners such as xantham gum
and carrageenan; is the concern about artificial
sweeteners therefore misplaced, given that
sucralose alone did not have the same results?
The microbiome discussion then continued in
2019, with scientists saying that their study “and
other studies suggesting an effect of LNCS
on the gut microbiota were found to show no
evidence of an actual adverse effect on human
health (11).” However, other scientists refute
these claims, saying that sucralose does disrupt
the gut microbiome at doses relevant to human
health (12).

Summary

Potential benefits of sweeteners include calorie
control for sport and weight management, plus
also dental health. Downsides may include
increased food consumption and a negative
effect on gut bacteria, with consequential
health issues. It becomes confusing when
examining the research about artificial
sweeteners and natural sweeteners, which both
fit into the LCNS description, but may have
differing effects on physiology.
I wonder about the gut microbiome, which
we are led to believe is ever changing. Is a
snapshot in time of depleted bacteria in an
animal or damaged bacteria in the laboratory

conclusive of longer term issues in humans?
Can we mitigate the possible negative effects
of artificial sweeteners with other dietary
habits? The main sweeteners examined by
researchers in the protein powders were
sucralose, stevia and thaumatin, but in energy
drinks that are often given out at marathons or
used by recreational athletes, acesulfame K and
aspartame feature heavily, and these could have
other considerations that need researching.
In practice, if I recommend products to my
clients, I would take into account the frequency
of use, budget, their general health and their
dietary patterns outside of their training needs.
Palatability of protein powders does tend to be
one of the main concerns though: feedback on
an undesirable taste or consistency of a product
will come very quickly if your client doesn’t
like it! For energy and recovery drinks, I would
suggest natural products, such as natural juices,
which have featured in this publication before.
I recommend that clients choose the product
with the fewest ingredients, to use food instead
of powders where possible, and to ensure that
they take action to support optimum gut health
within their daily diet.
It seems that this discussion may continue for
years; many sweeteners have an after-taste or
off-taste, so the desire to research new products
will continue. fsn
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[New releases
➤SUPPORT SLEEP WITH
PUKKA’S ORGANIC AND
PLANT-BASED LATTE

➤Introducing Oatein’s lowsugar flapjack
Protein snack brand, Oatein,
which found success on BBC’s
Dragons’ Den earlier this year,
has launched a low-sugar variety
of one of Britain’s best-loved
bakes, the flapjack.
The low-sugar flapjack
range contains only 3.5g of
sugar per bar, 65 per cent less
than traditional flapjack bars.
Oatein’s home-baked lowsugar flapjack range comes in
five tasty flavours: Chocolate,
Strawberry Cheesecake, Cherry
Bakewell, Cookies & Cream and

Chocolate Peanut. Made with a
combination of oats and protein,
the soft and chewy flapjack is a
new take on the classic bar.
The new 70g flapjacks contain
18g of protein, providing slowreleasing energy first thing in
the morning when eaten as a
breakfast snack, or aiding recovery
after a daily workout. The flapjacks
are also a great source of low GI
carbohydrates, delivering steady
energy all day to help keep you
feeling your best.
• www.oatein.com

➤NEW IMPACT CBD OIL CREATED BY

JAMES HASKELL AND BEN FRANKS
Rugby superstar James Haskell,
with over 78 senior England
Caps to his name, and All
Blacks legend Ben Franks, twice
winner of the Rugby World Cup,
have teamed up with CiiTECH
to launch IMPACT Sports, a
new CBD brand endorsed by
pro-athletes and powered by
biotech company CiiTECH Ltd.
James Haskell and Ben
Franks have been at the top of
professional rugby for the past
15 years. They personally use
CBD oil to support their athletic
lifestyle and wanted to create a
range of CBD supplements that
anyone can use to support and
maintain their own fitness.
The IMPACT product range
includes two strengths of CBD
oil produced from 100 per cent
legally grown hemp – a 400mg
oil containing four per cent
cannabinoid content and a
stronger 1600mg oil containing
16 per cent cannabinoid
content. Both oils can be
ingested orally by putting
droplets under the tongue.
Two balm sticks can also be
applied directly to the skin: the
Power Balm, which contains
590mg CBD oil, and a second
36
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Expertly blended by Pukka’s
Master herbsmith and cofounder Sebastian Pole, this
healthy herbal latte contains a
dairy-free and sugar-free blend
of organic oats, coconut milk
and nutty carob bean, infused
with nature’s finest night-time
herbs: lavender and chamomile,
ashwagandha and nutmeg.
When added to milk
(particularly almond milk), the
result is a smooth, creamy and
warming drink with a malty
taste, hints of nutty chocolate
and delicate floral and aromatic
notes. All of which have been
blended to benefit anyone
wanting to aid natural relaxation
before bed.
Night Time latte’s organic,
gluten-free and caffeine-free
ingredients:
• Ashwagandha: a tonic root
used to help the body under
long-term stress. It improves
energy and cognition by acting
on relaxing neurotransmitter
systems and protecting brain
cells from damage.
• Carob powder: nutrientrich, caffeine-free and contains
relaxing polyphenols.

• Lavender
flower:
high in
essential
oils that relieve stress and
improve sleep. Lavender’s
relaxing effects are considered to
be largely due to its essential oils.
• Chamomile flower: contains
relaxing essential oils that have
an effect on neurotransmitters
and effectively improve sleep
quality.
• Oats (gluten-free):
traditionally considered one
of the best nourishments,
especially used in recovering
from stress-induced nervous
fatigue and to aid restful sleep.
• Nutmeg: a warming spice
traditionally used to aid sleep. It
has a reputation for its settling
and calming properties in both
traditional Indonesian herbal
medicine and Western herbal
medicine.
• Cinnamon: It has been found
to have beneficial effects
on blood sugar control by
preventing insulin resistance and
glucose tolerance, which can
both be caused by sleep loss.
• www.pukkaherbs.com

➤Ketoscan Mini, the real-time,

fat-burning monitoring device

balm stick with added arnica.
All four products use powerful
cannabinoids and terpenes.
CBD stands for cannabidiol,
an active ingredient in cannabis
derived from the hemp
plant. In a report, the World
Health Organization states:
“In humans, CBD exhibits no
effects indicative of any abuse
or dependence potential in
humans. To date, there is no
evidence of public health
related problems associated
with the use of pure CBD.” In
2018, the World Anti-Doping
Authority removed CBD
from the list of prohibited
substances.
• www.impactsports.uk

AlcoDigital – the UK’s leading
supplier of breathalysers – has
announced the launch of the
world’s first cartridge-based,
real-time, fat-burning monitoring
device on the UK market, the
Ketoscan Mini.
The pocket-sized device,
which is ideal for optimising diet
plans and exercise programmes,
including the keto diet, works
by measuring the concentration
of ketones (acetone) in exhaled
breath. Readings are provided
on an easy-to-read LED display,
indicating the speed at which
the body is burning fat and
allowing users to perfect and
personalise food and exercise
plans.
Unlike other ketonemeasuring methods, which can
be painful, costly and inaccurate,

the Ketoscan Mini is a
convenient, highly accurate and
cutting-edge solution to ketone
testing. Portable, hygienic and
rechargeable, it is the ideal
solution for anyone trying to lose
weight or athletes who want to
avoid burning fat too quickly.
Bluetooth connectivity means
the Ketoscan Mini can be linked
to the Ketoscan mobile app and
it also syncs with iOS Health,
Google Fit and Samsung Health.
Readings are tracked instantly,
allowing users to monitor
progress and perfect nutrition
and exercise plans.
Currently, no other portable
ketone analysers offer the
same accuracy, features or
functionality as the Ketoscan
Mini.

• www.ketoscanmini.co.uk
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➤New protein and

vitamin-infused spring
waters by UBPEAT
Set to shake up the soft drinks
market, UPBEAT’s refreshing and
tasty range of real fruit, protein
and vitamin-infused spring
waters has arrived. They combine
taste, hydration and nutrition
without a single drop of sugar,
helping you to perform at your
best throughout the day.
Available in two delicious
flavours, Blueberry & Raspberry
and Summer Lemon, the drinks
are scientifically proven to help
you stay strong, feel energised
and maintain mental performance
while keeping you hydrated.
UPBEAT lives by the motto
‘mindset is everything’. They
believe that anything is possible
and how you perform shapes
the world around you. To be at
your best, you need to feel at
your best, which means premium
nutrition. With life being so
busy, that isn’t easy. So, they
have developed a new highly
nutritious drink that doesn’t
compromise on taste. This is
affordable smart hydration to
enable busy people to perform
at their best.
The new 500ml UPBEAT protein
and vitamin spring waters contain:
• Spring water for hydration
• Real fruit, from low-sugar fruit
juice, for a great and refreshing
taste
• Vegetarian-friendly whey

protein that
contains all
nine essential amino acids to
keep your body strong
• Vitamin B5 to support mental
performance
• Vitamins B5, B6 and B12 to
support metabolism, reduce
stress and fatigue
What are the health benefits
of whey protein?
Traditionally associated with
foul tasting powders and shakes,
whey protein has a reputation
for being a post-workout
supplement. Protein is actually
part of a balanced, healthy
lifestyle and doesn’t require a
hard gym session to consume it,
nor does it require a punishing
drink! Whey protein actually
contributes to maintaining muscle
mass and one in four people
in the UK already consume it
several times every week. With
13.1m UK consumers looking
for nutritional and affordable
health drinks, they are all too
aware that high levels of protein
will often bring high levels of
sugar to mask the protein taste.
The innovators at UPBEAT have
spent years developing a drink
that tastes great and gives high
nutritional value of 25 per cent of
your recommended daily protein
intake along with a vitamin boost.

➤2020 CERTIFICATE OF

INTEGRATIVE SPORTS
NUTRITION DATES REVEALED

After a successful launch year
in 2018, the CISN course
creators, Ian Craig and
Simone do Carmo, are excited
to launch the 2020 course.
As before, the live course
will be hosted by Kingston
University in London and also
converted into an interactive
online course, accessible
anywhere in the world. It
is the first course to bring
integrative and functional
nutrition into sport, and it
focusses strongly on the
ingredient that is missing
from the majority of exercise
interventions: health.
2020 will also include a
new food based module
hosted by natural food
chef Rachel Jesson – she
will focus on topics such
as food sourcing, food
energetics and wholesome
food creation, with plenty
of food preparation theory
and practical recipe
demonstrations.
The dates are as follows:
• Module 1 (Integrative sports
nutrition): 21-25 April
• Module 2 (Applied
performance nutrition): 16-20
June

naturally contains cannabinoids,
such as CBD and essential
oils, and has been revered in
traditional cultures for centuries.
The unique combination
of ashwagandha and hemp
leaf in Peace tea supports the
mind and body’s ability to cope
with, adapt to, and
look beyond daily
stressors.
Peace tea offers
sweet and fresh
notes of spearmint,
soothing chamomile
and aromatic hemp
leaf.
Naturally
caffeine-free and

ethically sourced, 100 per cent
organically grown ingredients:
• Hemp leaf – a soothing
herb that naturally contains
cannabinoids (including CBD)
and other essential oils. These
relaxing essential oils act on the
body’s cannabinoid receptors
and happiness-linked
serotonin responses
to support a more
positive outlook on
life.
• Ashwagandha
– a very popular
adaptogenic tonic
from India, with a
strong reputation for
strengthening yet
WWW.FSNMAG.COM
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• Module 3 (Specialised sports
nutrition): 8-12 June
• Module 4 (Natural sports
cookery): 3-7 November
For more insight to the
teachings of this course and
for a very early bird special
course price, you are invited
to join Ian and Simone on
a webinar where they will
introduce integrative sports
nutrition and also answer all
your questions.
• Webinar – Wednesday, 6
November at 6pm GMT

• View www.intsportsnutrition.
com for more information
(webinar sign ups are on the
Events page).

• www.upbeatdrinks.com

➤COMBAT STRESS WITH PUKKA’S NEW HEMP TEA

Herbal wellbeing company
Pukka Herbs announces the
launch of Peace – an innovative
new hemp tea, blended to
support people with busy,
stressful lives, who need a
moment to switch off and relax
with a cup of tea.
Peace is a soothing
combination of practitionergrade, organic herbs.
Ashwagandha naturally
improves energy and calms the
nervous system, whilst hemp
leaf produces a healthy physical
reaction to pressure and tension.
Hemp leaf is a variety of the
Cannabis sativa plant, without
psychoactive properties. It

[

calming and nourishing the
nervous system, boosting the
immune system and reducing
stress.
• Chamomile – one of the most
widely used relaxing herbs
worldwide. It is used to reduce
irritability and upset digestion.
• Lavender – a classic herb
for lifting the spirits, easing
emotional pain and relaxing the
nervous system, digestion and
the mind.
• Spearmint – a famously
fragrant herb full of aromatic
menthol that helps calm and
relax the digestive system, as
well as open the mind and lift
‘heaviness’.
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[Strength and conditioning

Core stability for the
athlete – Part 2
In our final strength and conditioning instalment of 2019,
Craig Lewis, strength and conditioning specialist and
owner of Rehabilitation and Performance Solutions,
challenges the traditional notion of ‘core stability’ training.

W

ithin my previous
article, I explored
a broader version
of our traditional
understanding of
what constitutes
the anatomy of the ‘core’, as well as our
conventional approach towards core stability
training. This article looks to further investigate
the specifics of what I believe represents core
stability training, and how an athlete may
specifically get more ‘bang for their buck’
when it comes to training.
For me, the key to working with any athlete
is to take the sport as the starting point and
to then work backwards from this concept
in devising the way forward! In other words,
look at the particular demands of the sport,
in conjunction with both the strengths and
weaknesses of your athlete, and then devise an
approach that will allow for the largest amount
of transference from the set of exercises
to their success on the field of play. In my
particular understanding, there is no point in
devising a fanciful exercise based approach
that has little or no effect on improving their
performance within their chosen sport. Top
athletes neither have the time nor energy
to undertake additional training without a
positive return.
As mentioned in the previous article, the
idea of introducing exercises which only work
specific muscles or very particular areas of the
body may not be the best approach when it
comes to functional core training. Also, the
idea of trying to engage particular muscles
in isolation seems contrary to performing a
sports specific action; even more so when it is
done at a very conscious level. Incorporating
patterns of movement that work through
various planes of motion and against gravity,
while simultaneously asking the body to
stabilise across multiple joints and regions
of the body while performing that action,
might better fit the definition of core stability
training. Adding an external resistance to this
full body action (when the athlete reaches that
level of progression and at the appropriate
time in the training process) asks even
more questions from a stability perspective.
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I then, where possible, like to throw into
the exercises a variety of different types of
external resistance (water based equipment,
sandbags or barbells) to stress the stability
system and therefore prepare it for any sort
of eventuality, which it may be required to
face within the competitive arena. This of
course doesn’t mean utilising every piece of
equipment in the gym at the same time to
create an overly artificial environment, but
again recognising the element of transference
and movement specificity and thereby creating
a suitable strategy for the athlete to develop a
movement blueprint.
The question might then be: is there ever
a time when the use of particular exercises
targeting more specific areas of the body
could form part of the process? The answer for
me is ‘yes’, but this is normally only performed
for a very brief window period and generally,
only in two particular instances. Firstly, when
the athlete is in the very early phase of
returning from a more serious injury and quite
simply can’t perform a full body based exercise
routine just yet. Or secondly, when working
with a younger performer or someone with
perhaps less experience within the movement
environment, who may simply not yet have the
particular skill set to perform certain actions
successfully. Even in this case, almost all young
performers are able to jump, run and throw
and therefore are often only very temporarily
stuck on any particular action. Often these
young athletes will ‘work out’ a way to navigate
through the demands of that movement
question you have thrown at them and find
their own particular solution.
Ultimately, with any athlete, it is about
integrating all of the various motor skills
available (strength, speed, coordination,
power) to produce a movement with a
successful outcome and which has direct
transference to their particular sporting
requirements. In this way, the movement
will require core stability and a coordination
from a neurological response perspective, in
conjunction with all of the other motor skills,
to successfully navigate the demands of that
particular action.
Secondly to this, is the speed of action.

So often, within traditional core stability
training, the speed of action is very slow and
focused and yet when we ask our athletes
to perform on the field, we expect fluid,
dynamic and explosive based actions. It
is only under certain conditions, and for a
limited time, that I would want my athletes
to perform any of their movement/stability
based actions in a slow manner, as this would
limit their capacity to transfer this action into
a sporting movement. The sooner the athlete
can perform movement based training in a
coordinated fashion at speeds approximating
the demands of the activity, the more they will
gain from completing that particular series of
exercises.
Consequently, there is a countless number
of exercises that may fit the bill from a
stability perspective, but in my particular
understanding, as long as certain key
tenets remain, such as specificity of action,
movement transference and coordination
amongst the various motor skills, the core
stability system will be tested and constantly
worked in a dynamic and sport specific
context. Ultimately, this will directly benefit the
athlete, because most importantly it should
improve both his resilience and performance
within the sporting arena. fsn
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